April 14, 2020

Victoriya A. Khalova
Saratov State Univ

Dear Victoriya A. Khalova,

Congratulations! *Izvestiya Vysshikh Uchebnykh Zavedeniy-Prikladnaya Nelineynaya Dinamika* has been selected for inclusion in the Web of Science.

Beginning with 2018, this journal will be indexed in the following products:

- Emerging Sources Citation Index

Details of the Web of Science Editorial Selection Process can be found [here](#).

In the future, *Izvestiya Vysshikh Uchebnykh Zavedeniy-Prikladnaya Nelineynaya Dinamika* may be evaluated and added to additional Clarivate Analytics products to meet the needs of the scientific and scholarly research community.

Best Regards,
Marian Hollingsworth
Director, Editorial Relations